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The combination of self-assembly and electronic properties as well as its true nanoscale dimensions
make the DNA a promising candidate for the building block of single molecule electronics. We argue
that the intrinsic double helix conformation of the DNA strands provides a possibility to drive the
electric current through the DNA by the perpendicular electric (gating) field. The transistor effect
in the poly(G)-poly(C) synthetic DNA is demonstrated within a simple model approach. We put
forward experimental set-ups to observe the predicted effect and discuss possible device applications
of the DNA. In particular, we propose a design of the single molecule analog of the Esaki diode.
PACS numbers: 87.14.Gg; 85.30.Tv; 85.35.-p; 85.30.Mn;
The controversial question of charge transport in DNA
molecules has been attracting a great deal of attention
recently (see Refs. 1, 2, 3 for an overview). The interest
in the DNA transport properties is at least two-fold: on
the one hand, the charge migration is believed to be im-
portant for the radiation damage repair [4] and, on the
other, DNA double helices are expected to be particu-
larly useful for molecular electronics [3, 5, 6, 7]. While
random base sequences are relevant for biological sam-
ples, artificially created periodic DNA molecules [8], such
as the poly(A)-poly(T) or poly(G)-poly(C), are probably
the best candidates for novel device applications. The
electrical transport through dry and wet DNA has ex-
tensively been studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally and a variety of results has emerged: the DNA has
been reported to demonstrate proximity-induced super-
conducting [9], metallic [10, 11, 12, 13], semiconduct-
ing [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and insulating [19, 20] behavior.
Contact related effects, the impact of the environment,
and the DNA base pair sequence lead to such diversity
of results. According to both theory and experiment, the
dry poly(G)-poly(C) synthetic DNA is a semiconductor:
theoretical ab initio calculations predict a wide-band-gap
semiconductor behavior (see, e.g., Ref. 21) while experi-
mental measurements reveal about 2V voltage gap at low
temperature [14].
Many effects useful for molecular device applications
have been reported: rectification, the Kondo effect, the
Coulomb blockade, etc. (see Ref. 7 for a recent overview).
In this contribution, it is demonstrated for the first time
that the intrinsic helix conformation of the DNA strands
determines transport properties of gated DNA molecules.
In particular, we show that the electric current through
the double helix DNA (in the base stacking direction)
can be driven by the perpendicular gating field. We put
forward new experimental set-ups to reveal the predicted
effect and discuss possible applications of the DNA. In
particular, we propose a design of the single molecule
analog of the Esaki diode.
Two approaches are widely used to describe the DNA:
ab initio calculations [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] and
model-based Hamiltonians [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The former can provide
a detailed description but is currently limited to rela-
tively short molecules (typically of the order of 10 base
pairs long). The latter is much less detailed but allows
for addressing systems of realistic length. Model-based
approach can play an important complementary role be-
cause it grasps usually the underlying physics. Often, it
yields quite satisfactory quantitative results as well.
Here, we focus on qualitative properties of the DNA
and use therefore the effective Hamiltonian approach. A
variety of models and parameter sets are being discussed
(see Refs. 42, 43 and references therein). In order to
address intrinsic properties of the DNA, we do not con-
sider any environment or complex contact related effects
and keep the formalism as simple as possible. Hence, we
adopt the minimum tight-binding ladder model that ac-
counts for the double-stranded structure of the DNA. The
ladder model was introduced in Ref. 29 and has widely
been used since then (see Refs. 36, 37, 43 and references
therein). The Hamiltonian of the model reads:
∑
s,n
( εsn|s n〉〈s n| − t |s n+1〉〈s n|+ h.c.− τ |−s n〉〈s n| )
+
∑
s,k
( εsM |s k〉〈s k| − tM |s k+1〉〈s k|+ h.c. )
−
∑
s
( Γsl |s 0〉〈s 1|+ Γsr |sN+1〉〈sN |+ h.c. ) ,
where the first term is the Hamiltonian of the N -base-
pair DNA: εsn are on-site energies of base molecules with
index n ∈ [1, N ] labeling a pair and index s = ±1 labeling
a strand, t and τ are inter-base hoppings parallel and
perpendicular to the base stacking direction, respectively.
The second term describes semi-infinite source (k < 1)
and drain (k > N) metallic leads with εsM = EF and
tM = 4 t [43], while the third is the DNA-contact coupling
term with Γsl = Γsr = t [33, 43]. 〈sn| and |sn〉 are bra
and ket vectors of an electron at site n of the strand s.
2Here, we extend the traditional ladder model (which
neglects the helix geometry of the strands) to the case
when a molecule is subjected to the perpendicular electric
field and the helix conformation of the strands becomes
important. The B form of the DNA with the 10-base-
pairs full-twist period will be considered. Neglecting the
difference between major and minor grooves we set the
on-site energies εsn as follows:
εsn = ε
(0)
sn + eEn sr cos
(
2pin
10
+ ϕ0
)
, (1)
where ε
(0)
sn is site energy of the sn-th base molecule at zero
field, En is the perpendicular gating field (for simplicity,
let it be homogeneous: En = E0), and r ∼ 1 nm is the
strand radius. Hereafter, we use the notation Vg = 2E0r
for the gate voltage drop across the double helix. The
phase ϕ0 that determines the orientation of the molecule
with respect to the field is set to 0 from now on.
Equation 1 demonstrates that the perpendicular elec-
tric field results in the harmonic modulation of the poten-
tial along the helical strands. The modulation changes
the electronic structure of the DNA and turns up to be
crucial for transport properties as we show below. More-
over, the amplitude of the modulation can be controlled
by the gating field, providing a mechanism to alter the
fundamental properties of the system.
Throughout the paper, the electron transport through
a 31-base-pairs poly(G)-poly(C) DNA molecule is ad-
dressed with the following LUMO state on-site energies
which are used as a starting point: ε
(0)
−1n = εG = 1.14 eV,
ε
(0)
+1n = εC = −1.06 eV [28]. Hopping integrals t and
τ are not considered as bare tight-binding parameters,
rather as effective ones [43], and are adjusted to repro-
duce the voltage gap of about 2V which was observed in
experiments on the dry poly(G)-poly(C) DNA [14, 18]:
t = 0.27eV , τ = 0.25eV . These values are within rea-
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FIG. 1: A – Current-voltage characteristics of the DNA at
different gate voltages Vg. B and C – transmission coefficient
for Vg = 0 and Vg = 0.7V .
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FIG. 2: Current-voltage characteristics of the DNA molecule
within a wide range of source-drain and gate voltages.
sonable parameter intervals [44]. Using the transmitting
quantum boundary method (see Refs. 45, 46 and refer-
ences therein), we obtained the transmission coefficient of
the system, T (Vg, E), and calculated the current-voltage
characteristics within the scattering formalism [47]:
I =
2e
h
∫
T (Vg, E) ( fs(E, Vsd)− fd(E, Vsd) ) dE ,
where fs,d(E, Vsd) = (1+e
(EF±eVsd/2−E)/kT )−1 are Fermi
functions of source and drain contacts, Vsd is the source-
drain voltage drop, and EF is the Fermi energy at equi-
librium taken to be in the middle of the DNA band gap,
as for Au contacts [48]. The temperature T is set to 4K.
Figure 1 shows current-voltage characteristics and
transmission coefficients of the poly(G)-poly(C) DNA
molecule at different gate voltages. In all cases the sys-
tem behaves as a semiconductor with the voltage gap
that varies with the gating field. Thus, within a range of
source-drain voltages (in the vicinity of those indicated
by vertical arrows in Fig. 1A), the system can be either
conducting or insulating, depending on the field.
Figure 2 demonstrates current-voltage characteristics
within a wide range of source-drain and gate voltages.
Semiconducting behavior can be observed for |Vg| ≤ 0.7V
as well as strong gating effect for |Vsd| ≥ 1.2V . To illus-
trate the gating effect, we plot in Fig. 3 dependencies of
the current on the gate voltage drop for several fixed val-
ues of the source-drain voltage Vsd. For all values of Vsd,
a typical hat-like I–Vg characteristic is observed. Strong
dependence of the source-drain current on the gate volt-
age suggests the usage of the gated double helix DNA as
a field-effect transistor.
To perform conductance measurements, a linear DNA
molecule is usually trapped between two contacts (see,
e.g., Refs. 14, 18). If the trapped molecule is not aligned
with the inter-contact electric field then there exists the
component of the field perpendicular to the molecule axis
3(see the inset of Fig. 4A), which produces the gating ef-
fect. For such tilted molecule of length L, the gate volt-
age drop depends on the source-drain voltage:
Vg =
2r
L
tan (α) Vsd .
Thus, on the one hand, the current tends to increase
with the source-drain voltage, while on the other, higher
source-drain voltage leads to stronger gating, which tends
to reduce the current. The interplay of the two opposite
contributions can lead to new physical effects.
Current-voltage characteristics of a tilted DNA for dif-
ferent angles α between the molecule and the homoge-
neous inter-electrode field are presented in Fig. 4A. The
I-V curves are non-monotonous and have a region with
the negative differential resistance, similar to those of the
tunneling diode, which suggests that the proposed device
is a single molecule analog of the Esaki diode.
We performed similar calculations for the poly(A)-
poly(T) DNA, other parameter sets (e.g., ionization ener-
gies [49, 50], HOMO/LUMO energies from Ref. 28), gat-
ing electric field profiles, temperatures, and within the
framework of the dangling backbone ladder model [42]
which accounts for both DNA bases and backbones. The
gating effect was found to be generic. We note that the
ratio of the DNA length to its full-twist period, the phase
ϕ0, and other factors that change the symmetry of the
system can result in some qualitative changes. Neverthe-
less, the strong dependence of the source-drain current
on the perpendicular field remains intact.
The underlying gating effect is the direct consequence
of the helix geometry of the DNA strands only: the mod-
ulation of the strand potential by the gating field (see
Eq. 1) modifies the energy spectrum and reconstructs
transmission bands. At non-zero gating field each band
splits into several mini-bands that are degrading as the
field increases; outer mini-bands degrade faster, which
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FIG. 3: The dependence of the DNA source-drain current
on the gate voltage Vg at different fixed source-drain voltages
Vsd, indicated in the plot.
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FIG. 4: A – Non-monotonous current-voltage characteris-
tics of the single molecule analog of the Esaki diode for dif-
ferent angles α between the tilted molecule and the inter-
contact electric field; inset — a scheme of the device. (B,C)
– proposed experimental set-ups to observe the predicted non-
monotonous I–V curves. Panel B illustrates the four contact
configuration that is put forward for asymmetric electrostatic
trapping of a DNA molecule: applying appropriate biases to
all four contacts a tilted electrostatic trapping field can be
induced between the electrodes “s” and “d”. A polarized
molecule aligns with the field and gets trapped between con-
tacts “s” and “d” being tilted with respect to them. Elec-
trodes “s” and “d” can then be used for measurements, result-
ing in the experimental configuration presented in the inset
of panel A. See the text for comments on panel C.
leads to the effective increase of transmission and voltage
gaps (see Fig. 1). This mechanism should be taken into
account for correct interpretation of experiments with
electrostatically coupled gate.
With a view to observe the predicted effect, the fol-
lowing experimental set-ups can be proposed. In Ref. 14
a poly(G)-poly(C) DNA molecule was deposited be-
tween two contacts by the electrostatic trapping [51].
If a molecule can deliberately be put at a sufficiently
large angle to the contacts then the component of the
inter-contact field perpendicular to the molecule would
produce the sought gating effect as we argue above.
During the electrostatic trapping, a DNA molecule be-
comes polarized by the trapping field and is attracted
to the volume where the field is maximum (i.e., to the
inter-electrode region). The polarized molecule tends to
align with the field, thus, asymmetric deposition can be
achieved by creating an asymmetric trapping field be-
tween the electrodes (see caption of Fig. 4B for details).
Another experimental set-up was discussed in Ref. 18
where a DNA molecule was trapped between a substrate
and a golden nano-particle suspended from the metal-
coated tip of an AFM microscope. It should be possible
to keep the DNA molecule tilted with respect to the sub-
strate by appropriate displacements of the tip, in which
case there would exist a component of the tip-substrate
4electric field perpendicular to the DNA base stacking di-
rection (see Fig. 4C). We note that the rise of the cur-
rent that was observed during the retraction of the tip
from the surface at constant tip voltage [18] can be ex-
plained by the gating effect, which confirms indirectly our
prediction. It would therefore be desirable to measure
the current-voltage characteristic of a constantly tilted
molecule, which is expected to be non-monotonous.
In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time
that the intrinsic helix conformation of DNA strands has
strong impact on transport properties of the molecule.
We consider the periodic DNA and show that the electric
current through it (in the base stacking direction) can be
driven by the perpendicular electric field, suggesting such
applications as the field effect transistor.
We propose also a new molecular device: the periodic
DNA trapped between two contacts at an appropriate
angle to them (at about 45◦). The current-voltage char-
acteristic of such device is non-monotonous and has a
region of the negative differential resistance, analogous
to that of the Esaki tunneling diode.
To conclude, the predicted gating effect opens a pos-
sibility to use the DNA for various novel molecular de-
vices. The same argumentation may also apply to G4-
DNA and proteins many of which have the α-helix con-
formation [52].
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